
Current State Analysis Report 
The purpose of this document is to summarize the findings of the Current State Analysis for 

Webware.io 

Executive Summary 
We started the current state analysis of Webware.io from 19th October keeping our user 
personas in mind. We wanted to identify the attributes that are giving them the right information 
about the product and services provided by Webware and the ones that may confuse or 
discourage them from using these products or services. We picked 4 major pages for our 
analysis, Homepage, Portfolio, Toolkit and Services. Since we had started working on our 
findings, the site has been updated. We must say the new version of the website is looking 
better than ever and it mitigates most major observations we had. There might be some 
discrepancies in the finding and observation section as they were done keeping the older 
version of the website in mind. But we have marked the recommendations which have already 
been incorporated in green to make things easier to identify. We really appreciate the new 
design and strongly believe it was built based on similar observations that we had. 

 

Findings and Observations 
 
Homepage:  
 

1. 4 call to action within first fold, can be confusing for user 
2. No search bar on first glance, there is a keyword search option within chat option 
3. The last option of chat box is ‘Book a demo’, not sure if that is different from growth 

session or not 
4. Backlink to Home in header not available, users expect that 
5. Introduction of the spokesperson is not mentioned in the text along with video 
6. ‘See some of our happy clients’ button promises to show customer reviews, instead 

takes to Webware portfolio of clients 
7. Homepage only showcases websites as product/service examples 
8. ‘Invest in business success’ section mentions low rate but no link for rate chart is 

provided to support that 
 
Portfolio:  
 

1. The drop-down menu cannot be scrolled. Also, the serial of the menu does not match 
the content of the page 

2. categories in the page list are not arranged in any specific order 
3. Portfolio is only showcasing websites 
4. The template library is not well organized. Few names like handpicked, fashionstra and 

brooklyn does not clearly state the categories 
5. When picking a theme, the system does not clarify that this is a demo version. The link is 

web hosted on Webware website, giving false promise of it being live 
6. Costing information are presented at the very end of user dashboard under service 

without any contact information, this may discourage a user to move further 
7. The theme library is still connected to the old website, which provides different 

information 
 



 
 
Toolkit & services:  
 

1. The drop-down menu makes it look like a a-la-carte, whereas Webware is only providing 
all-in-one 

2. The contents structure on toolkit page does not reflect that only all-in-one solution is 
provided 

3. The website detail page talks about extensive library but does not link to the themes 
section 

 

Recommendations 
The recommendations marked in green have already been incorporated in the new version of 

website  

Homepage:  
 

1. Remove repetitive call to actions to reduce confusion 
2. Use similar term for ‘growth session’ in all places for consistency 
3. Adding a search bar on home page might be helpful for new users 
4. Showcase examples of different services provided by Webware along with websites to 

portray the diversity of service provided 
5. Include the written introduction of the CEO with video for better credibility. Adding 

another video from user’s perspective (e.g. https://bit.ly/3eFZG5G) might be beneficial 
6. Put customer reviews right after product/service showcase to make it more credible 
7. Provide product/service rate chart link in ‘Invest in business success’ section for 

relevance 
 
Portfolio:  
 

1. The drop-down menu needs to be fixed. Also, the content of the page should match the 
serial of the menu for better consistency  

2. Categories in the page list can be arranged keeping similar industries in mind to 
increase ease of use 

3. Portfolio can showcase examples of other services like social media posts along with 
websites to establish the all-in-one value proposition 

4. The template library can be organized using a similar serial as the portfolio page for 
better consistency. All the theme names should be generic and easy to understand 

5. When picking a theme, the system should clarify that this is a demo version and not a 
free website for clarity 

6. Costing information on the dashboard can link back to product pricing page and should 
contain contact information for further discussion 

7. The theme library should be moved to new version of the website for unified existence  
 

Toolkit & services:  
 

1. The category name should convey clearly that it is an all-in-one solution 
2. The content structures on toolkit and service pages should reflect that only all-in-one 

solution is provided 
3. The website detail page that talks about extensive library could link back to theme library 

for better consistency  

https://bit.ly/3eFZG5G
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